Safety issue is the main obstacle for the commercialization of lithium ion batteries, which include smoke, fire and even explosion caused by thermal runaway or other extreme conditions. In order to reduce the hazards of safety issue, numerous modeling work have been proposed for lithium ion batteries to analyze the thermal behavior and thermal runaway mechanism over the past years. Herein, this review is concerned with the development of thermal modeling on lithium ion batteries. The thermal models have been developed to study the temperature distribution of battery and the relationship between thermal behavior and the reactions inside battery under different working conditions. They could accurately predict batteries' performance and thermal runaway occurrence by analyzing modeling data, providing reliable information for the design and management of batteries. Finally, some perspectives of safety for lithium ion battery are proposed for further development.
Introduction
Under the pressure of energy crisis and environmental pollution [1] , more and more people have paid their attention to the research and development of new energy resource all over the world, like nuclear, wind or solar energy, etc. That means more efficient energy storage systems are needed to convert those energy into electric energy. In the automotive industry aspect, in order to effectively alleviate the issues of energy shortage and environmental pollution, the energy storage system of vehicle has converted gradually from fossil fuels to electrochemical systems [1] [2] [3] . The lithium ion batteries(LIBs), with high energy density and long cycle life, have gained a lot of interest as an energy storage devices for electric vehicle (EV), hybrid electric vehicle(HEV) [4] . In recent years, the market of EVs is booming around the world, the demand of EVs is increasing rapidly. As a consumer, we are particularly concerned about the capable of long-trip for EVs [5] . According to " Made in China 2025 " project [6] , released by the State Council in 2015, it clearly proposed that the cell power batteries well reach energy density of 300wh/kg by 2020, indicating that the total range of an electric vehicle can be extended to approximately 400 km or longer. However, the materials with higher energy density have lower thermal stability, which probably lead to safety issues [7, 8] . Potential safety issues is one of the main limitations for the development of EVs [7, 9] . Table 1 lists some safety accidents of EVs have been reported throughout the world over the past few years. As the core component of the energy storage system, LIBs play an important role in EVs, and its safety of LIBs have gained a lot of interest. The safety issues of LIBs involving with smoke, fire and even explosion caused by thermal runaway [10] . The mechanism of thermal runaway is summarized by previous studies, including mechanical abuse, electrical abuse, and thermal abuse [10] [11] [12] . Lack of a proper thermal management [8, 10] . However, these method can't accurately catch the internal information of batteries. Moreover, the experimental tests are destructive so that the cost in battery samples for testing is significant. As the supplement to the experiment, modeling and simulation are able to predict battery safety and performance, which are great help to design and management new batteries in various contexts [13] [14] [15] . Especially those models are available to predict and manage the thermal behavior of batteries, which based on experimental databases.
This review is concerned with the development of thermal modeling and related thermal runaway prevention techniques for LIBs at cell/ module/ pack levels. The thermal models have been developed to study the temperature distribution of battery and the relationship between thermal behavior and the reactions inside battery under different working conditions. They could accurately predict batteries' performance and thermal runaway occurrence by analyzing modeling data, providing reliable information for the design and management of batteries. Finally, some perspectives of safety for lithium ion battery are proposed for further development.
The mechanism of thermal runaway

The abuse conditions of LIBs
There are many factors that cause thermal runaway of LIBs. The researchers summarized the factors of cause thermal runaway in the current works, including mechanical abuse, electrical abuse, and thermal abuse [10] , as shown in Figure 1 . (1) Mechanical abuse: The cell body is deformed intensively caused by external force like squeeze, collision, crush, penetration, etc. The result of structural deformation is internal short circuit occurs due to film cracks and electrolyte leaks, then, a series of internal reaction occurs [11] [12] [13] .
(2) Electrical abuse: The internal short circuit caused by overcharging/discharging and external short circuit caused by impurities will lead to electrical abuse [18] [19] [20] . If there aren't corresponding protective meas-ures taken, that will result in thermal runaway [14, 15] . (3) Thermal abuse: Thermal abuse is the direct cause of the thermal runaway. Heat generation inside the battery is mainly caused by Joule heat, chemical reaction heat and polarization heat during the normal operation [8, 21] . Besides, uncontrolled conditions of the battery may make local temperature rise, then cause more internal chemical reaction occurs. In addition, the contact loose of the cell connector also will generate overheat during practical operation [16] .
Figure 1 Abuse conditions of lithium ion battery
(adapted from Ref.
[10])
The mechanism of thermal runaway
Generally, the thermal runaway of LIBs is ultimately caused by abnormal temperature [22.23] . Obviously, all of the abuse conditions above will raise the temperature of the battery [8, 10] . As is shown in Figure 2 , abnormal temperature-rise will activate a series of exothermic reactions inside the battery and form reaction chains. Meanwhile, those reactions will inevitably generate lots of heat. In this situation, it is difficult to control the temperature of battery by heat dissipation. At last, leading to thermal runaway [24] .
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The development of thermal modeling
The section reviews the development of models and simulation for LIBs, those works helped people improve understanding for batteries' thermal behavior and address the challenges in designing of safe batteries. According to the thermal feature of LIBs, the modeling can be roughly divided into three types: thermal models, electrothermal models and multiphysics coupled models [25] . The modeling work is also done in terms of battery dimension, including single-particle, one, two and three dimensional models [25.26] . The modeling provide insights in the comprehension of thermal behavior and other mechanisms of batteries from atomistic level to pack system.
thermal modeling
The research of thermal modeling focused on the performances of heat generation, temperature distribution and heat dissipation for LIBs. Most of these models are based on energy conservation equations, heat generation equations, and so on [27] . The thermal behavior of battery are accurately captured by modeling and theoretical simulation. For single cell，in order to achieve a comprehensive understanding, these models must consider all of conditions. For module/packs batteries, the models should have taken into account layered-structure of the cell stacks, the case of the battery system, and the gap between cells, because these parameters influence temperature variations between the cells [8] . Besides, thermal modeling must take into account the environmental conditions of the battery including the boundary conditions of heat transfer by convection, conduction and radiation, especially at the battery pack level [18] . Onda et al. [28] established a one-dimensional thermal model to study the temperature distribution in the radial direction of commercial 18650 batteries during rapidly charge and discharge cycles , and they take into consider the internal parameters of heat conduction, convection heat dissipation, and internal resistance, and compare the simulated temperature and measured battery. It was found that the temperature difference between the center of the battery and the surface was small. Therefore, the analytical method of this model is effective for predicting the thermal behavior of small batteries.
Chen et al. [29] developed a three dimensional models to simulate the thermal behavior of LIBs. They simplified heat generation distributions of cells by assume the heat generation rate is same over each cells. The models precisely consider the layered-structure of the cell stacks, the case of a battery pack, and the gap between cells to achieve a comprehensive analysis. In addition, this model considers the location-dependent convection and the radiation simultaneously to enhance the accuracy at the boundaries. Hence, some important phenomena such as the asymmetric temperature profile and the anomaly of temperature distribution on the surface can be simulated precisely.
Kim et al. [30] developed a three-dimensional thermal abuse model for lithium-ion cells and successfully demonstrates multidimensional behaviors of thermally abused cells as in shown Figure 7 . The figure present the contours of temperature and heat generation for the 18650 cell when thermal runaway occurred. The highest temperature appears at the cell center where the chemical reactions are stronger. The temperature gradient is larger in the layer normal (radial) direction. 
electrochemical modeling
The electrochemical model based on the classical electrochemical theory, which describes the reaction process inside the battery by using the computational simulation method [31] . It mainly indicates the characterristics of potential change, voltage change, current distribution and concentration distribution of li-ion. Generally, electrochemical models of LIBs are divided into equivalent circuit model, polynomial approximation model (PP), single-particle model (SPM), pseudo twodimensional model (P2D), pseudo three-dimensional model (P3D) [31, 32] . Among them, the P2D model is the most popular electrochemical model established by J. Newman [21] . However, it requires very powerful computing resources, so that mathematical reduction of the model was proposed by some authors, such as the PP and SMP. Citing Both of models (PP,SPM) are much faster than the P2D model but they do not account for
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Paper ID: ICEEE2018-128 all the physical processes in the cell, thus they have limitations in prediction of battery performance. Simplifying this model is very crucial for further developments of the P2D model. Mastali et al. [33] Simplify pseudo two-dimensional model previously to homogenous pseudo two-dimensional model. This model is the same as the P2D model but with the additional assumption of homogenous electrochemical reaction across the electrodes. It is shown that this model can decrease the solution time by one order of magnitude, with a maximum deviation of only 1.5%, compared to the P2D model. Srinivasan et al. [34] established a P2D electrochemical model to study the effect of particle size for the power density of LiFePO4 half-cells. It was found that the small-diameter cathode materials is beneficial to increase the power density of the LIBs, providing ideas for developing high-power batteries.
J Li et al. [36] developed based SP model to study the capacity fade of LIBs. The proposed model was able to accurately predict battery capacity fade and voltage profile as a function of cycle number over a broad temperature range. This model will be a very important foundation for the creation of a fast charging protocol.
Multiphysics coupled modeling
In fact, the batteries' physical parameter are mutually affect in actual work. Multiphysics coupled models have been developed to gain better understanding of the thermal behavior of Li-ion cells, modules and packs under a wide range of operating conditions, in order to achieve better design, management and predictions of various electrical and thermal behavior [16.37] . The current multiphysics coupled modeling can be roughly divided into electrical-thermal coupled modeling and electrochemical-thermal coupled models. In recent works, coupling P2D or simplified 1D electrochemical models with 3D thermal models have become a trend, which take into account the non-uniformity of the temperature inside the battery. For large LIB cells or packs, coupled or decoupled submodels are sometimes used in each modeling domain to describe the electrical and thermal behavior of the battery.
Guo et al. [39] developed a standardized 3D multiphysics model of LIB to predict the distributed electrical and thermal behavior of the cells and connectors. As is shown in Figure 4 , the cell 2, which is located in the middle of the module, is hotter than the other two cells by about 2°. The reason is that both sides of cell 2 are exposed to the weak convection spaces; while the other two cells have only one side exposed to the weak convection and another side to the outer environment with higher convective heat transfer rates. This model reveals the effect of convection rate on temperature profile. At the same time, the model used a simplified model-coupling approach, reducing the computational amount of calculation for this model and the simulation time on PC. The model may be useful in the design of a battery configuration. Wu et al. [40] developed a coupled thermal-electrochemical model that incorporates the battery model of Doyle et al. [21] . The model focus on the effects of battery design parameters in a basic cell, including the active particle size and component thickness, and the heat generation and battery utilization. By Comparing experimental results with simulation, it found that the thickness of battery components had a great impact on concentration polarization. The batteries with a thin component thickness had a lower temperature rise and better battery utilization. Besides， Li-ion diffusion in the negative particles also is a limitation factor for temperature rise.
Feng et al. [41] developed an electrochemical-thermal coupled model to analyze the fault features, which can benefit further development of online internal short circuit (ISC) detection algorithm. The influence of the equivalent short resistance, the area of ISC, and the location of ISC on the fault features were discussed in this work. The modeling unveils the fault features of ISC, and the difference of state-of-charge and the heat generation power are regarded as promising indicators for further development of fault diagnosis algorithms. The modelling analysis have provided useful results to fill in the gap between the ISC characterization and detection, providing guidance for further research to develop online detection algorithm.
Ren et al. [26] developed an electrochemical-thermal coupled overcharge to thermal runaway model to predict the highly interactive electrochemical and thermal behaviors of lithium ion battery under the overcharge conditions. As is shown in Figure 5 . the model can fit well with the experimental data , as all the simulated temperature and voltage -time profiles agree well with the experimental results at variant overcharge currents. By further modeling analysis on the critical parameters is performed to find possible solutions for the overcharge problem of lithium ion battery. The result shows that increasing the oxidation potential of the electrolyte, and increasing the onset temperature of thermal runaway are the two effective ways to improve the overcharge performance of lithium ion battery. 
Conclusion
In summary, safety issues is still a main obstacle for applications of lithium ion batteries in EVs, which are related to various problem caused by thermal runaway. The mechanism of thermal runaway is a very complicated process involving with chemistry, thermodynamics, material science and engineering, etc. At present, numerous modeling works have be developed to analysis the information of batteries at extreme conditions from different dimension, and to provide lots of meaningful suggestions for improving battery safety from the perspective of material selection, design, and thermal management, laying the foundation for the development of safety batteries. Despite this, due to the differences in batteries' systems and materials , current modeling can't suitable for other batteries, especially those batteries with higher energy density, them need further research.
